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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 982 
THE DESIGN OF JET PUMPS* 
(In jectors and Ejectors) 
By Gustav Flugel 
The theory of jet pumps is still rather incomplete, 
and relatively littl e has been published so far. Success-
ful designs have been developed by trial and error a nd 
information obtained in this way is naturally guarded by 
th e vari ous firms concerne d. 
The aut hor shows that by applying both the energy and 
impulse theorems the opti mum throat dimension of the mix-
ing nozzle and best shape of intake can be predicted ap -
pro x i mately in a rel a tively sim ple manner. The necessary 
length of the mix ing nozzle follo ws fr om Prandtl's turbu-
lent mixing th e ory. The calculations are c a rri ed out for 
the mixing of similar and dissimilar fluids. 
Notation** (Figs. 1 and 4) 
Subs cripts 
e s p ace before d riv ing (or power or actuating ) nozz le 
o sucti on chambe r 
n end of thro a t, st a rt of diffuser 
a discharge from jet pump 
power jet (motiv e agent) } 
suction jet (delivered medium) 
1 
2 
in plane of orifice 
of driving nozzle 
*"Berechnung v on Strahlapparaten. II VDI-Forschungshe ft 395, 
March-april 1939, pp. 1-21. 
**The diffe r e nt notations in parts III ~nd . lV are explained 
in the text. 
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Dimen,s ions 
f1 section of actuating jet 
fa section of suction jet in plane of orifice of 
actuating nozzle 
F 1 = f1 + fz section of 
mixing nozzle (or col-
lector) 
narrowest section of mixing nozzle (throat) 
d = 2~/TT diameter at narro\-Test section of mixing 
nozzle 
D = 2~ diameter at outlet from jet pump 
Pressures 
Pm mean pressure along wall of intake nozzle 
Pa' l ' ' 
J term~nal pressures P II a 
g = 9.81 m/s a acceleration of gravity 
y specific weight of fluids, gas and steam 
v specific v,olume (m 3/ kg ) 
;::. 0.97 to ! CPl 0.99 J 
speed coefficients 
cPa :::: 0.92 to 0.96 
Flow velocities c (m/s) 
c e inflow velocity at actuating nozzle 
(kg/m 3) 
velocity at pressure drop from 
'Pe to Po 
Co = CP a.j¥(Pe-P o ) 
C1 = CP lj~g(Pe-P1) outflo w velocity from actuating 
nozzle at (cross) section fl 
(c e disregarded) 
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C2 = CL Co speed of inducted fluid 
near the actuating nozzle orifice i n (cross) sec-
tion f2 (speed in suction chamber negligible) 
Cm mixing speed (at constant pressure Pl) 
Cn speed at entry in diffuser 
discbarge velocity from jet pump (usually 
considered negligibly small) 
Speed rat ios 
CL = 
C2 = CP 2 !P O-Pl 
Co CPl ,J Pe -Po 
C2 
1) = ~; (J = 
~uantities (kg./S2 
12ortions) 
and 
G1 = f1 C 1 'Y . weight 
G2 = f2 C2 'Y 'lI e i gh t 
auantitatiye 
of . actuating 
of delivered 
relations ~or 12 ro -
fluid per second 
fluid per second 
G 1 + G-2 weight of fluid discharged per second from jet pump 
I.L = quantitat ive proportions (p~o po rtional con-
sumpti on of propellant) 
Eff iciencies 
n = 0.75 to 0.80 efficiency of conversion from kinetic 
to potential energy 
efficiency of jet pump (effective energy: 
consumed) 
nd diffuser efficiency 
energy 
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He a t con ten t per kg i ( k cal! kg) .. .-
; ..:.;. .... 
im heat content of mixture at start of compression 
Adiabati c heat gradients 
He acliabatiq heat , gradient ,con'esponding ·. to pressure 
drop from Pe to Po 
Hl ad iabatic heat gradient corresponding to pressure 
drop from Pe to Pl 
li a adiabatic heat gradient corresponding to pressure 
drop from Po to Pl 
Ha adiabatic heat gradient of propellant correspo nd-
ing to pressure drop from Pe to Pa 
HK adiabatic heat grad ient of inducted gas or steam 
correspond ing to pressure rise from Po to Pa 
HK' adiabatic heat gradient of vapor correspo nd in g to 
pressure rise from p 1 to a terminal pressure 
, 
Pa" 
HK" adiabatic heat gradient (partial gradient) 
sponding to pressure rise from Pn to 
T absolute tempera ture (deg) 
corre-
Pa" 
and Cv s p ec ifi c he~t at const an t pressure and 
const ant volume (kc a l/kgO ) 
K -- ~ Cv adiabatic exponent 
R gas c onstant ( mkg/kg O ) 
Friction 
~ friction on in s ide wall of nozzle ( kg ) 
P dragg ing forc e between moving ' layers (kg) 
T = dP/dO shearing stress bet we en '. moving layers ( kg/m a ) 
o frictional surface (m a ) 
A friction coefficient for s ta tionary walls 
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X friction coefficient between moving layers 
b loss coefficient 
v turbulent mixing speed ( rate of exchange) (m /s) 
I. ANALYSIS OF JET PUMPS BASED ON ENERGY EQUATION 
~his method of calculation has so far been employed 
generally and mu s t be discussed briefly as a comparative 
basis for the new formulas, once in application to jet 
pumps fo r liquids (for instance, water jet - water pumps), 
and then for gas or steam (for example, steam jet - steam 
compressor). 
The details of a jet pump can be seen from figure 1. 
A conical actuating nozzle forces the actuating fluid in 
the mixing nozzle, which consists of three pieces: an in-
take with well-rounded entry , an intake with sli ghtly 
curved edge (curvatur e radius R) and a thr oat of cylin-
drical shape (len g th L, diameter d, section Fm). Ad-
joining the throat of the mixing nozzle is the tapered dif-
fuser with cone angle ~ . The discharge section Fa (di-
ameter D) is mathematically determined or else is so 
chosen that the discharge velocity c a becomes very low. 
a) J e t Pumps for Fluids 
In the subsequent considerations the effect of the 
height level h is ignore d ; this is always justified for 
gas an d steam; whereas in vertically mounted jet pumps for 
liquids the height term may be at times of some signifi-
cance. In the l a tter case the equations given here can 
always be generalized so that instead of pressure energy 
plY the total potential energy ( plY) + h, or instead of 
p the expression p+Yh is used , where h. of course, 
indicates the height level of the momentary reference point 
above an arbitrarily assumed zero level. 
The common mixing speed c m 
tion that the mixing of actuating 
place at constant pressure Pl 
at 
= 
follows - on the assump-
and delivered fluid takes 
from the impulse theorem 
(1) 
1 + ~ 1 + ~ 
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where 
(2 ) 
'~fith c a = T Co as the d i s charge velocity f~om the ~e~ pump, which usually c an be considered as be1ng ne g11g1bly 
small , the pressure rise follows from the energy equation 
at 
p -a P 1 = ( P a - po) 
:2 
:2 (CPl \ (P e + (]., -) 
CP:2 
+ (po 
po) 
- Pl ) 
= '1"\ 
:2 
- T 
1 , 
J 
'Y 
2g 
= Pa - Po + 
'Y (c m :2 c a :2) - = n x 2g 
if n = 0.75 to 0.80 is the efficiency of conversion 
from k i ne tic to potenti a l ene r gy . 
Tuen the quantitative relation follows at 
11' - a, 
with 
whe r e the negligible c a usually permits putting T = O. 
If the pre ssures P e ' , Po' and P a are prescribed, then 
a, can be varied . , At a , c e rtain value a, it 'then affords 
a mi~imum value f~r ~; thi s is the mo s t f av or a ble 0.,. 
With a, the speed c:2 an d hence the s e ction of flo w f;a ' 
for the inducted fluid is def ine d . Figure 2 illustrates 
the ,values of ~ plot ted against -, a, for different ratios 
(Pa-po)/(Pe-p o ). It will be noted' that ~ become s a min-
.. J 
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imum at a = 0.20 to 0. 25 . The most favorably designed 
jet pump therefore manifests a fairly large pressure drop 
Po - Pl in the intake of the mixing nozzle. Equation 0) 
is the basic equation for the practical calculation of jet 
pumps. 
Of the p otential improvements afforded by high in-
flow velocities cz, no advantage seems to have been taken 
so far in the desi gn of jet pumps, at least not intention-
ally, because of the undesirable pressure drop from Po 
to Pl and the ac c ompany in g high diffuser losses. But at 
high inflow velocity t he s o-c alled shock losses are lower 
as a result of the re duct ion of c 1 - cz, and the most 
favorable design naturally corres p onds to the point at 
which the sum of shock and diffuser lo sse s is a minimum. 
In theory the narrowest section of the mixing nozzle 
should be 
F I = 
m 
although accor din g to experience the section must be 
usu~lly with z = 0.3 to 0.5. 
Also of practical importance is the efficiency ~s 
of a Jet pump, which , as i n hydraulic machines, represents 
the ratio o f effective to a bsorbed energy (the outflow 
energy per second c a
Z (G1 + Gz )/2g being considered lost); 
that is, 
Pa - Po Gz 
Pa - Po ~ ( 6 ) ~s = = 
Pe - Pa ~(Pe - Pa) G1 ~ 
Comparatively go od efficiencies are obt ainable accord-
in g to figure 3. In many special cases a different defi -
nition of the efficiency may be in place for the over-all 
efficiency of a whole jet pump unit-;* although equation (6) 
*If the efficiency of the jet p ump described in the above 
reports is computed a ccor ding to equation (6), the figure 
is only about half as high as given in these reports (H. 
Henschke). 
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will always characterize the quality of a Bin g le jet pump 
correctly. 
b) Gas and Steam Jet Pumps 
Here the heat gradients 
d ifferences in the eQuations 
6i = H replace the pressure 
(fig. 4). 
The heat content an d heat gradient can be read from 
the i,s diagram (fig. 4) or, for gases, computed. For the 
latter, it is: 
w~ereby the temper ~ ture chan ge follows the well-known adi-
abatic 101'; 
1'\-1 
T ( :,) --= K T I (8 ) 
with, as a rule, 
positive. 
H = ±c p ( T - T I) ; H must always remain 
In steam jet comp~essors the inducted steam is usually 
saturated (hence point P on the saturation line in fig. 
4). Even as actuating steam, satura ted steam is known to 
be most favorable (hence point A aleo should lie prefer-
ably on the saturation line). 
For co. c l ' and C2 the rel a tions read: 
Co = CP 1 x 91. 5 JH; where 91.5 = J2g/A and 
A- I the mechanical equiva~ent of heat = 487 
c1 = CPl x 91. 5 ./Hl 
C2 = CP e! x 91. 5 ~ = a. Co 
"/i th a. = ~ = ~. fr. Co CP l He 
E'!ua t ion ( 8) g ive s t h e heat gradients for g a ses at 
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K-l 
lie = c p Te l 1 - (::) -K- J 
Ass ume the proportion a l value a~ and 
.. 
H - .. (Cj)l ) 
.. - a -
Cj)2 
(9) 
can be compute d. If , in the i,s ch art (fi g. 4) the length 
rt .. = P S from point P is plotted vertical ly do\,rll\·/a rd. 
the pressur e line passin g through S is equivalent to the 
orifice press ure Pl of the steam nozzle. For gases this 
pres sure can be obta~ned a l s o from equation (8). 
If the mixing of motive and delivered fluid is assumed 
to take place at con stant p ressure Pl. the mixing speed 
c m follows , analagous to equations (1) an d (2), at 
c l ~ . 
- + a 
c m = 
Co Co 
1 + ~ 
with 
2 t, )2 0, J a Co = 1 + 1 + e: Cj) 2 
where the new value e: is defined by the ratio of the 
pre s sure gradients between the pressure lines Po and 
Pl' measured on t he satura tion line and on the adiabatic 
cur ve E l • respectively; hence 
1 + e: = 
H l - He 
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In most practical cases 1 + € ~ 1.15 to 1.20. The heat 
con tent im of th e mixture at start of compression (point 
I, fi g . 4) follow s from th e energy equation at 
1 ('"" 
1 + '"" 
By adiabatic compression of the mixture from point I 
on the compression gradient is according to the energy 
0quation (if c a = T Co the terminal velocity, which he re 
also i s usally negligible) 
HKI = n[( 9~~5)2 -(9:~5)2 J= 
1t,he r eby 
2 H 
e 
r (~ l~ +~ a) _ ~2 
i s sufficiently accurate. For gases the compre ss ion gra-
dient c an be com puted from 
Then the plotting of gradient HK' from point I (fig. 
4) vertically upwardbrln gs the end point on the pressure 
li ne Pal, which corresponds to the highest obtainable 
terminal pressure the prescribed value Pa should have, 
strictly speak ing, but which may be a little less for 
reasons of safety. 
' . 
Equation (13) giv~s, ~imilarly to equation (4), the 
quant it a tive ratio at 
\<1 - a. 
f.J. = 
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vdth 
With this equation and prescribed gradients HK and 
He the v alue ~ in relation to different chosen values 
a can be computed and the best a established. The nu-
merical conditions are pract ically the same as for the 
fluids (fig s . 2 and 3), except for the heat gradients re-
placing the pressure gradients. Zquation (14) is the basic 
equation for the practical calculation of jet compressors. 
For the actual end point of the expansion line I-II 
the he a t content of the mixture follows at 
. . ( Cm )2 
= 1 = 1 + ----
a m 91.5 
wh i ch d efines point lIon the pre~sure line Pal in the 
i, s ch a rt. The heat cont~nt ill remains the same (point 
III in fig. 4) even if the terminal pressure of compres-
sion i s Pa instead of Pal; hence the specific volume 
vIII of the mixture at discharge frOID the jet pump can be 
re ad off the i,s c hart and the required discharge section 
co mpu te d . 
Th e narrowest section Fm = d 2n/4 of the mixing noz-
zle a l so should be from 3 0 to 50 percent larger than the 
"theoretic a l" narrowest section Fm', that is, Fm ... (1.3 
to 1.5) Fm'. Then, as long as the mixing speed c m does 
not exceed velo city of sound, i.e., if 
c m ~ JK g P 1 v I 
(vI = specific volume a t point I) the theoretical narrow-
est section is 
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Wh en, however, cm exceeds velocity of sound, Fm l should 
be computed as follows: The ~nergy equation for an inter-
mediate pressure p during compression from I to II (fig. 
4) with the correlated speed c = ~ cm and the adiabatic 
compression gradient HI reads 
that is, ",ith arbitrarily .. a.$$umed ~ , HI can be com puted 
'accordin g to this equation and related pressure p deter-
mined in the i,s chart. The heat content i of the mix-
ture at this pressure is defined by 
where the correspond~ng phase point naturally lies on the 
compression line I-II, after which the pertinent specific 
volume v may be read off the its chart and the cross 
section of the flo w 
F' = ( 20) 
computed. 
chosen ~ 
Then the determination of FI for various 
values (= 0.9, 0.8. 0.7 t etc.) gives the de-
rived minimum Fm l • 
The efficiency of the jet compressor is 
T) = ~ 
s IJ. Ha 
if Ha is the adiabatic gradient of the driving steam 
durin g exp ansion from Pe · to Pa" 
II. ACCURATE CALCULATION OF THE PRESSURE RISE AND OF 
THE BEST SHAPE OF THE MIXING NOZZLE 
The g reatest draw~~bk- of ·· th~ energy equation is that 
the assumption of co mplete intermingling of driving 
-- --'----,--
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fluid and delivered fluid at constant pressure Pl is 
utterly incorrect, resulting from the fact that the nar-
rowest section of th e mixing nozzle must be designed from 
the "theoretically" narrowest section. In consequence. 
the calculati on method does not give the correc t informa-
tion about the most important section of a jet pump and 
no data whatsoever regarding the necessary length ratios. 
Practice proves that. under normal operating condi-
tions, the intermingling is practically always accompanied 
by a pressur e rise, so , that at the end of the mixing nozzle 
usually a substantial or even a major part of the pressure 
rise will already have been achieved. This fact gives 
consideration to the sUbsequent me thod largely evolved 
from the impulse t heorem according to ~~ ic h, first of all, 
a length for the mixing nozzle is assumed necessary to as-
sure adequate mixing. The assumption of co nstant pressure 
Pl during mixing can be dropped again later. The mixing 
advances in the narrowest section of the mixing nozzle un-
der a pressure rise until a practically perfect interming-
ling has been achieved at the end of the narrowest section. 
This part of the pressure rise is readily c omputed accord-
ing to impulse theorem . It is clear and clo selY according 
to practice that with the comparative slowness of the mix-
ing process the length L of the narrowest section obvious-
ly must be fairly grea t in ord e r to assure adequate mixing 
(which, in turn, is the premise for achieving proper energy 
conversion in the adjoining diffuser); it is therefore 
recommended that L:::: 10 d. It may be state d that very fa-
vorable results have a lr eady been achieved with jet pumps 
computed on this basis, whic~ n~e al so in good agreement 
with the prel iminary calcul a tion, as will be reporte d else-
where. 
a) Jet ?umps for Liquids 
Let Pn' c n represent the pressure and the speed at 
the end of the narrowest section, the other relations re-
maining the same as before. Assume that, up to entry in 
the narrowest section of Fm. the mixing is achiev~d under 
constant pressure ' Pl Giving the pressure ri se from Pl 
to Pn' accord in g to the im p ulse theorem: 
C 1 + C2 -
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whe re W is the frictional resistance on the inside wall 
of the nozzle, for which, after introduction of a reauced 
l en g th LI (which must always be shorter than length L 
of the narrowest section) 
'il = 
" 0 
~{ 
2g 
= " TT d LI 
"'( 
2g 
C . 2 
n 
whe re 0 is the skin friction and" = .. 0.004 is the co-
efficient of friction for s mooth surfaces. The loss in 
energy due to frictional resistance. referre a to unit we ight 
of mi xture, is 
W cn c n 2 
2g 
where t is a friction coeffic i ent, wh ich with a110wa~ce 
for equa tion (23) and flow equation 
is computed at 
= c
n 
"'( TT , d2 
4 
t = 4" ~ d 
or din a r il y , t ~ O. 04 toO. 10 • :a: -e r e .. 1i the qua t ion (22) can 
· be written as follo ws 
G2 r 
Pn - PI = --- L 1-.1. 
Frn g 
C 1 + C2 - (1 + \-10) (1+1)c 1= 2 n J 
= 
2 'V r y l 
IT co' ,. II. C
C 
1 + (~) I --~---- ~ ~ - (1 + 1-.1.) 1 + (J -,. (1 + l-.1.)g L 0 : 2 = 
w he r e . as b e for e. ( e qu a t ion (21)). 
= 
(26) 
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and 
The subsequent pressure rise in the diffuser is, 
according to the energy equation: 
15 
where again T = c a is usually a negligibly small value 
Co 
and the intimate intermingling of the mixture permits a 
diffuser efficiency nd of 0.75 to 0.80 for narrow throat 
dimensions; whereas, for large throat dimensions, according 
to experiences with the beneficial effect of large Reynolds 
numb e rs on the energy chan g e in diffusers, an even slightly 
higher nd can be obtained. That a small slenderness 
ratio promot es high nd is, of course, well known (an g le 
of divergenc e ~ (fi g . 1) = 6 to 8 is recomended). 
The total pressure rise from the suction ch a mber 
on is computed at 
(J 'Y r- c 1 (~ '\ J' l ~ ~+o,- (J 1+ 2) (l+~) + --1 + ~ g 
. -
Po ) 
, ?(J ( 
= cp 2 (p _ p ) I _"'_ \~ Cl 
1 e 0 LI + ~ , Co 
or, as it may also be wr itten, 
This yie lds, for the quantity ratio, the relation 
q-2 o"o, 
C 2(J_l_q 
Co 
= 
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where 
This more accurate equation (wherein the term with 
T is usually negligible). replaces equation (4) and forms 
t h e basi c equation for the practical calculation of jet 
pumps. To find the best conditions for predetermined 
p re s su res Pe' Po' and Pa' first choose a value for (l, 
wi th discretion; then compute ~ for different a = 0.1, 
0.2,0.3, etc., accordin g to e quation (29), which becomes 
a mini mum at a certain a . The same process is then re-
peated for other chosen values of a. In this manner the 
most favorable a and a for minimum ~ are obtained, 
a s ill u strated in figure 5, which gives such curves for 
(Pa - Po)j(Pe - Po) = 1/4. The best a computed, accord-
ing to equation (14) is seen to be in fairly close agree-
ment wi th that obtained from equation (29)(figs. 2 and 5). 
Since the value of ~, on approaching optimum, changes 
very s lowly, it is advisable to select the a and espe-
cially the a values a little below the optimum insof a r 
as it causes no appreciable incre a se in ~, since then t he 
jet pump remains more favorable under diverging operating 
conditions, especially by g reat~r delivery volumes . 
Through value a the narrowest section of the mixin g 
nozzle itself is defined accordin g to 
The efficiency nd of a jet pump is, as before, com-
puted by equation (6). In figure 6 the efficiencies ob-
tainable under optimum conditions (along with the perti-
nent a and ~) are shown plotted against the pressure ratio 
(P a - Po)/(Pe - Po) (the va.lues of '.pl' CP 2, and nd 
used as a basis were assumed quite unfavorable, so that 
still better nd usually c a n be achieved). 
b) Gas andSt~am Jet Pumps 
In elastic mediums the solution of the problem requires 
the equation · bf state, which, however, is much too involved 
for vapors to be employed in its exact form in the equa-
tion of flow. 
,...-- ------~--~~~~------.-~~----------- - - --- --
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On the other hand. t~e ~lementary equation 
p v = C (i - K) 
(i heat content , C and K constants) has proved to be 
a very close approximation which even for steam affords a 
correct exposition of the relations within a wide range 
of state (reference 1). It can be used for gas equally 
well by putting i = c p T, K = 0, and C = R/c p (R gas 
constant (mkg/kg O)). 
In the compression of a mixture of driving and deliv-
ered steam the starting point I and the end point II of 
the com pre s s ion 1 in e, an d hen c e the pre s sur e s PI' P I I' . as 
well as the specific volumes vI' vII' are known, so that 
whence constants C and K at 
C = 
K = 
PII vII - PI vI 
iII - iI 
PI vI 
iI iII --_._--PIr vII 
1 
PI vI 
-
PII vII 
(mkg/kcal) 
(kcal/kg) (33 ) 
The pressure rise as far as the end of the narrowest 
section o~ the mixing nozzle (likewise on the assumption 
of constant pressure Pl from orifice of actuating noz-
zle to entry in narrowest point) can be computed with 
equations (22) to (26). Hence 
(~ ~~ + a) Co - (1 + ~) (1 + ~ )c n = :: g(Pn- p) (34) 
The continuity equation gives , according to equation (31) 
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Pn = = C (in - K) 
a nd the energy equation 
io = (G 1 + G2 ) ~n + (~ \)2 ] L 91. 5 
i - io e 
1 + I.l. 
or 
(
c n )2 
91.5 
or , a fter i n trodu cin g e qu a tio n s (35) and ( 36 ) into equa-
t ion (34): 
~: = c n C p 1 {( 1 + I.l.) [i e - K - (9 ~:15 )2 J- ( ie - i 0) } 
1 r ( c 1 + a.) - (1 + I.l.) (1 + ~ )c n ] I ( 37) --- LCo f.j.-g Pl Co 
Th c..n the pressure Pn follo 1,ol s from e Quation (34) at 
G2 1 [~ C1 a.) Co - (1 + 1.l.)(l+i)cnJ (38) Pn = P 1 + - -+ Fm g c 0 
with t ~ e value of G2 /Fm d efined b y equa tio n (37). Th e 
po i n t in t h e i,s ch a rt correspondin g to the state of t h e 
mi xt ure a t the end of th e mi xing nozzle is defined by p res-
sur e P n an d heat content in. Fo r the subse quent com-
pression in the diffuser alon g the com pression line I-II 
( f i g . 4 ) t he adiabatic compression gradient HK" follol;l S 
at 
2 2 
c - c n a 
91.5 2 
wh ere c a = T Co is usually ne gli g ible. Plottin g t h is 
Hi~ in the i~s ' chart, starting fro m Pn , in' vertic~lly 
upward, place s the end po i n t on the pressure line Pa"' 
t h u s mak in g p II the hi ghest obt a ina ble end pressure, 
. a . 
w~ ic~, for reasons of safety, should properly be a little 
belo w t h e p re s cribed end pr e ssure Pa ' 
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Wh ile the i,s chart is recommended for computing the 
end p re s sure Pa" ' th e determination of the most favor-
able conditions proceeds from a different angle: with 
adiabatic change of state the first principal heat law 
( with considerations of equation (31)) reads: 
di :: A v dp 
which, 
Pn to 
integrated, 
Pa" 
:: A C (i - K) .9.- P 
p 
gives the adi a batic pressure rise from 
1 
P II :: 
a Pn ( 
i a I - K ) AC :: 
i - K n 
- K -I- Hre ll 
in - K 
\dth 
Hill 
<P :: (1 + ~) XC ~ 1 + 
J. -K n . 
H II 
K 
1 + ( 
1 - AC 
AC(in - K) 2 AC 
equation (36) being applicable to in and e quation (39) to 
HK II. 
If P II :: p a a' it gives , with consideration to equa-
t io n s (37) an d · (38), 
Pa ~ LPl + 
(~ :: + a) Co - (1 + ~) (1 + ~ )cn 
+Pl--------~--------------------------------------------------------------
~: {( l+~) [ ie-K- (9 :~ 5 )2 J ~ ( ie- io) } -
From it follows : (! Pa _ "-1) r + s Pl (42) ~ :: (~ Pa - 1) r ' + s ' P1 I 
where 
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0 IS l io - K - (~-)aJ+(l ~ ) er -r = --2" + a, 
er Co L. 91. 5 
2 
(1 + ; ) er + 0 lie (9;~5) 
.., c 1 g J -r t = ---2 ... K Co , er Co L 
s = (l+%) er - a. 
s I 
C1 
(1+;) 0- . = Co 
=)1 2 (q\ 2 c1 a ) (11) -- + \ -Co 1 + E: . cp 2 
vi i t h 02 Cn at th is equation th e va lue s of a. = - and · er = Co Co 
which ~ becomes minimum for given Pe' Po' and Pa can 
be computed. Since ~ is als~ contained in the expres-
sion ~ (because of in) an approximate method is here 
also preferable. Accordin g to equation (14) the most fa-
vorable value of a and the pertinent ~ can be · closely 
approximated. Since the influence of ~ on cP is sub-
ordinate, it is for the present advisable tb use the ~ 
obtained for the most favorable · a in equ~tion (14) to 
compute ~ . Then the corresponding exact values of ~ 
must be computed accordin g to equation (42) for different 
values of c n . er = -
C a 
(with er = 6.1, 0.2. 0;3, etc.) from 
which the er and cn most favorable for minimum ~ are 
obtained. If desired, this calculation may be repeated for 
other values of ex. so as to complete the determination of 
the optimum conditions. ~gain it is advisable to have ex. 
and er a little smaller than the minimum value of ~. The 
narrowest section Fm of · the mixing nozzle is defined by 
equation (37). 
For steam the determination of the best conditions 
(i. e •• of ex. and Fm) should. for safety I s sake. be fol-
lowed by a check on the pressure rise without resorting 
to t h e approximate equation (31). The pressure Pn can 
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be computed according to equation (34), 
equation (36), and the end pressure pH 
in according to 
accordin g to (39). 
At this point it should be stated that the foregoing 
relations evolved for gas and steam are not valid under 
any and all conditions. For, so far, it had been tacitly 
assumed that propellant and delivery are able to flow di-
rectly at orifice pressure Pl in the throat from the 
computed optimum section Fm' While this is the case for 
fluids, it is limited for ga s and steam if the actuating 
jet has supersonic velocity, since then the required sec-
tion can increase with decreasing pressure Pl' Then the 
intake section F~ at the a ctuating nozzle orifice has a 
minimum F at a certain orifice pressure p" and ~min ... 
the previously developed equations obviously hold true 
only so long as the computed optimum Fm is not less than 
the value F • If F < F a pressure rise must lmin m lmin 
necessarily occur in the intake, which, of course, shall 
be small until the narrowest section is reached. As a ra-
suIt of such pressure ris e in the tapered intake, the im-
pulse equation in the simple form of eq~ation (22) is no 
longer applicable . However , we shall not go into this at 
present. 
The dete rmination of F proceeds from the general 
lmin 
equ(3,tion 
where, as previously, 
Cl = ~ l 91.5 J~ 
c 2 = cP 2 9 1. 5 JH 2 
The values of Hl , H2 , 'Y 1 , and 'Y 2 for different orifice 
pressures Pl are read off the i,s chart, and Fl is 
computed. These values plotted against Pl then afford 
Flmin • 
If no i,s chart is available, the adiabatic change 
of state follows from the gen e ralized eQuation (41) at 
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( i - K 
1 
Pe = 
P _-.e.. )AO 
1 . K - HI ]. -e 
1 
PI ( . 
io - K 
. ) AC 
Po = 
lO - K - H2 
Oons equently. 
J. r, 
HI = (ie - K) [ 1 - (!:) ] 
AC 
H2 = (io - K) [1 -(::) ] 
Furthermore, the relations 
1 o ( i 1 - K ) c 2 K J = = [i e - CP l Hl -
"(1 PI PI 
1 0 2 K ] 
== 
-[ io - CP 2 H2 -
"(2 Pl . 
exist. From these the value of FI 
well and its minimum ascertained. 
can be compu t ed eQually 
Inc 0 n c 1 us ion, i tis p o i.n t 'e d 0 ut ,t h at the e qua t ion s 
developed for steam are dire ctly applicable to gas , when 
R 
i = cp T, K = 0, and C = 
c) b~ti mum Shape of Inlet of Mixing Nozzle 
On . computing alon g the foregoing arguments the ~est 
values .of . a. and () for any ne\lrly projected jet pump d.e-
sign,- i 't ·· i"s in~'ar 'iabl y found that the sect 'ion . FI of the 
inlet at the end of the act uating nozzle is equal to the 
narrowest section F of the mixin g nozzle, ' hence th a t in 
the best possible de~igned jet pumps the actuating nozzle 
l 
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empties directly into the throat of the mixin g nozzle, thus 
eliminating the intermediate piece termed "i nlet" in figure 
1. As a generally valid fact is obviously involved, it 
should be amenable to a general proof. This proof is ad-
duced herewith. 
In the preceding developments it had been assumed 
that, by arbitrarily assumed ratio a = C2/CO' the p res-
sure between orifice of actuating jet and beginning of 
narro rest section should be p = Pl = const. In that case 
the mixing nozzle must have a very definite sectional as-
pect with respect to the distance from the actuating noz-
zle orifice which c~be com puted according to the arguments 
advanced under III and for fluids affords a continuous 
sectiona l reduction (fi g . 7 , line I), as is usually the 
case for gas and steam. However , if the gradients are very 
great, that is, at supersonic speeds, an incre ase in cross 
section must exist (solid lin e I, fig . 8) even despite p = 
const on account of the material increase in specific vol-
ume as a result of internal heatin g (b e caus e of ene r getic 
turbulence). The effect Of change of inlet under otherwise 
constant conditions, that is , con stan t terminal nozzle 
pressure Pl' hence Cl ' C2 , intake section F l , narrow-
est secti on Fm, and quantities Gl and G2t is analyzed. 
Sinc e , on this assumption, the energy change in t he differ-
ence is alwayB th e same, the obtainable end p res s ure Pa 
either rises or drops \dth the pressure Pn at -the end of 
the narrowest point, depending upon t he quality of the in-
take. But the impul se theorem discloses the conditions 
under wh ich Pn becomes maximum . Naturally the previous 
assumption of p = Pl = const over -the inlet must be 
dropped in these variation considerations. 
In analyzing the conditions according to figure 7 with 
an inlet boundary conform ab le to the dashed line II or Ill, 
that is, - ~h ere, between actuating nozzle orifice and be-
ginning of narrowest section, the pressure is not p = 
p 1 = con s t , as 0 n 1 in e I, th e mean pre s sur e a Ion g the i n-
take nozzle is, say, p (it may be higher or lower than 
Pl)' Then the impulse ~quation gives 
Cl + g g 
whence a pressure at th e end of the narrowest point of 
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Pn 
1 I'"" G ' G2 G 1 + Gz ] 
= -F _1 c 1 + c 2 - C n + F 1 P1 - ( F 1 - F m) Pm ( 43) 
m L g g g 
Nothing is changed on the right-hand side of this 
equation except Pm' and e v on then i t can b e seen that 
Pn (hence Pal b e comes so much higher as the mean pre,s-
su re Pm is lower, 
Proceeding from the nozzle boundary I (fi g . 7) (pres-
sure variation P = Pl = const), it is readily seen that 
with boundary II , that is, len g thened intake, the lon ger 
mixing p ath as far as the beginning of the narrowest sec-
tion has already caused a more or less pronounced pressure 
rise, and the mean pressure along the intake must therefore 
be Pm > Pl' Inversely, with nozzle boundary III, th~t is, 
with a shorter nozzle than form I, the pressure Pl cannot 
have as " yet been reached again at the beginning of the nar-
rowest section because of the shorter mixing path (the 
steeper contraction of the intake forces a pressure drop 
behind the actuating nozzle); henc e the mean pressure in 
the intak e must be Pm < P l ' This is the most favorable 
of all comparative cases accordin g to equation (43) because 
here ' Pn (and consequen t ly Pal becomes highest, The mean ' 
pressure Pm is obviously so much lower as the intake is 
shorter; hence the conditions are most favorable when ths : 
intake is made as short as possible. Since, in that case, 
the effect of the mixing motion is insignificant because of ' 
the shortness of this , length, the conditions are practically 
as if actuating jet and delivered medium flowed side by side 
and without friction into the throat or as , if the actuating 
nozzle reached directly as far as the throat, 
At the $ame time, it is apparent that whether the ac -
tuating nozzle actually reaches to the th r oat or ends be -
fore reaching , it must be quite secondary, provided the dis-
tance between the end of the actuating nozzle and the start 
of the narrowest section is as short as possible . It fur -
ther follows that with a short intake the inflow velocity 
C2 itself is of secondary importance and that it solely 
depends upon the correct throat dimensions, for with a short 
intake the pressure at the start of the narrowest point is, 
in all cases, such as if the actuating nozzle ' extended as 
far as the throat. 
Mention should be made at this point of several sec-
ondary effects disregarded in the foregoing which may have 
some bearing on the quality of a jet pump, These are 
------
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1) The streamline curvature caused by the round wall 
of the mixing nozzle in longitudinal scction. 
Since the streamlines are slightly conve x to-
ward the axis, the centrifugal forces produce 
a small decrease in wall pressure and hence of 
Pm' which is beneficial; but, on the other 
hand, the raised pressure level toward the ac-
tuating jet causes at the same time a slight 
increase in the difference between C1 and 
ca at the cont a ct area, which is unfavorable • 
. 2) The slop~ of the inflow velocity C2 toward the 
axis, which is always somewhat detrimental, 
even if of minimum importance num e ric a lly. 
3 ) The disturbance of the axially symm et ric a l state 
of flow, ~hich is mo~t · banefici al for the 
cQnversion of energy, by incoporatin g several 
actuating nozzles instead of one. Setting the 
actuating nozzles obliquely toward the axes 
causes further deleterious seconda ry effe cts 
(especially in ga s and steam .at high supersonic 
velocities). Lastly , there is th e danger of 
the outside actuatin g jets huggin g the wall of 
the mixing ~oz~le, involving serious harm to 
the pressure rise. For this reason the mount-
i ng of eve n a sin g le actuating nozzl e demands 
accurate axial and centrical settin g with re-
spe ct to mixin g nozzle and diffuser. 
The consequence of these secondary effec~s on the 
mix~ng pro cess between actuatin G and delivered fluid is 
that a definite optimum is usually obtainable for a given 
actuating nozzle and a mixing nozzle by chang in g their 
axial distance (that is, th e intake length). The condi-
tions are wh olly unequivocal when the actuating nozzle 
empties directly into the narrowest section and the inflow 
is hydrodynam ically unobjectionabl e in the ~ense of a 
steady accele ration and axial direction of inflow, where-
by, of course, the wall thickness at the en d o f the actuat-
ing nozzle should be a minimum. From the re marks under 3 ) 
it further fo~lows that one actuating nozzle is preferable 
over several nozzles where the only advantage is tha t the 
len g th of the mixing nozzle can be made less in order to 
achieve the same degree of mixing. 
Consider in g shapes shown in fi gur e 8: it is readily 
apparent tha t for li quids a contraction o f the intake con-
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forming·to figure 8 cannot be detrimental unless the 
.throat has the optimum width. If, for gas or steam jet 
pumps at pressure p = Pl = const, the section for the 
intake decre·ases continuously (fig. 7) wit.h increasing 
dis tance from the end of the actuating nozzle, the view-
point regarding the most appropriate shape of intake re-
ma ins· the same as for liquids. But if the intake at p = 
Pl = const manifests a contraction conforming to figure 
8, the conditions are different. Then the value for Pn 
a t the end of the throat is, according to the impulse 
the orem, the same as if the throat already commenced at 
B instead of A, whence the contraction is superfl.uous. 
Furth ermore, the impulse theorem would obviously give a 
h i ghe r value for Pn if the transition to the throat 
downstream from the contraction were made longer, resem-
b ling line II, because then the mingling of the jet would 
necessarily have to induce a pressure rise in this piece, 
hence the mean wall pressure would be higher. This in~ 
fluence is so much more marked as line II is flatter and 
would be most potent if the contraction were followed by 
a cylindrical piece of pipe of equation section Fm' 
( line III). Then, however, the width Fm shown in figure 
8 can no longer be the most favorable, but it is better 
if the best width never exceeds Fm', although it may very 
we ll be smaller than the latter. The latter possibility 
involves actuating jets with high supersonic speed and a 
case already mentioned in a different connection and dis-
cussed elsewhere. 
As long as the inflow in the throat is possible with-
out pressure rise, the speed Cz = a Co of the delivered 
me d i um at ·the beginning of the narrowe s t se c t ion is de- ' 
cisive with correctly designed intake, according to the' 
f oregoing arguments. Hence, let us assume, for si~plicity 
that .the actuating nozzle empties directly into the th~~at. 
Then, as will become readily appa~ent, th~ choice o~ v~lue 
. ~ · is . not arbitrary but must be in a d~finite relationship 
t o .. <Y and . IJ.. Thus, for liquids: . 
,Fm -= 
wh ere. '. 
°1 = eo!l 
= Gil. i ' ) r- +. --, a. 
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Sinc e , moreover: 
G1 + Gz Gz 1 + ~ F = '= ---m c n 'Y c n Y cr 
it follow s that: 
~~ 1 1 + , 2 ( 9 1 )2 = + ex, ', - - ~ 
ex, cr er z 
The method of predicting the best point then would 
probably consist of in t roducin g th e pertinent values of 
cr and ex, of the b e st point p royis~onall y obtained fr om 
eQuation (4) f or an arbitrarily s ele ct ed cr = cn/ CO on 
th e ri ght - hand side of equation (4 4) . ' Then th o exact 
value of ex, would be written in equation (29). from 
which the accurate value of ~ for the sel ected cr is 
obtained. The calculation is repeated wi th the accurate 
ex, and ~ until s at isf a ctory agreement prevails between 
the momen tarily expressed and computed values of ex, and 
~. These computations should be carried ou t for a suf-
ficient number of cr values from which th en the best cr 
for a minimum ~ is obtained. 
The relations for ex, can be evolved equally well for 
gas and steam . But the connections are so involved that 
it is simple r to define the bast point by the meth od de-
scribed und er II, ,b. 
III. CALCULATION BA SED UPON THE DRAGGI NG EFFECT OF 
~HE ACTUATING JET 
The calculation method ' described under II, which is 
in pa r t based on t he Simpl e r me thod developed under I, 
still has the drawback of failing to give any data on the 
length condi tions . This de fect is eliminated in the sub-
sequent deve lopmeQtswith the introduction of the effec-
tive dragging - fo:r-ce .. ..between actuating jet and entrained 
jet. To simplify the calculation, it is assumed that at 
any p oint bo th t~e speed clover the actuating jet sec-
tion f and ' the speed clove r section F - f (F sec-
tion of mixing nozzle ' a nd of diffuser, r espectively (fig. 
9)) are constant, although in reality the speed is quite 
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nonuniformly distributed because of the mass exchange and 
the continuous change in the type of distribution ( Cl 
and C2 have now a different meaning)*. The effective 
dragging force dP , in a' l 'it-tle-- piec'e - dO of the boundary 
surf a c e between actuating and entrained jet is (c.f . , 
Hydraulic Problems, Berlin: VDI. publisher, 1926. p . 135. 
I nth e c as e s c1 i s c u sse d t 11 er e inc 2 = 0): : 
where X 1s a kind of friction coefficient. which, accord-
in g to rec ent findings, averages X ~ 0.10. In the fol-
lovlin g the value of X is assumed constant, although it 
undoubt 0d ly varies a littl e similarly to the coeffici e nt 
of \Orall friction". Vli th these simplifications the energy 
conversion computed on this basis will. of course, not be 
in complete agreement with the actual course of energy 
change; whereas, the total . copversion is naturally in ac -
cord ~ith the calculation effected under II. The justifi-
cation of the theorem conforming to equation (45) is based 
on the following simple argument: In turbulent mixing mo-
tion the apparent shearing stress T between two side-by-
side fluid layers of differ~nt speed (speed difference ~c) 
(r efe rence 2) is 
T = 'Y v ~c 
g 
where v is mean mixin g speed , which accordin g to Prandtl's 
turbulence theorom is 
v = ~c x const 
With these relations and ~c = 
follows at 
= 
Cl 
dP =. T dO 
~x~ctly as in equation (45). 
~c X 
2 
-. cz, the dragging force 
~ince jet pumps involve turbulent mixing processes, 
*As fs kriown; the impulse i 's alwayi greater by nonuniform 
v~locity distribution than if in the same ' section at th e 
same flow velocity the same ~~elocity distribution existed. 
-- ----~-- J 
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it might b e p r es u med that th e prqc es s e s would yield t o 
treatment a cc o r d in g t o Prandtl's well-kno wn theorem f o r 
turbulent mi x ing fl ows. But the mathemati cal diff i cu l ties 
are so gr ea t th a t h i s theorem would h a rd l y yield a useful 
method for p r a ctic a l ca s e s . 
a) J e t Pumps f or Liquid~ 
Exam ina tion at any point of th e mi x in g nozzle or dif-
fus er , respectiv e l y , of a small s e ction o f length d x 
from the ac tua ting a nd th e entraine d J e t ( fig. 9) shows 
that the ve lociti es chan ge by dc l • dc z . and the pressure 
by dp. Then the a pp lic a tion of t h e i mpul se theorem to 
thc actua t i n g a nd t h en to th e entr a in e d j et gives, with 
allowan c e f or t h e i n n e r wall friction d W: 
Gl dP d Cl + f d p + = 0 g ( 46a) 
G 2 d cz g + ( F - f)d J? - dP + dill = 0 (4Gb) 
Divi d ing the first of th es e e q u ati o n s * b y f and the se c -
ond by (F - f), f o llowe d by B ~btr a ct i o rt of the last equa-
tio n from the fir st , l eav eq 
G 1 Gz dCl ------
g f g ( F - f) 
. (1 l) d cz + aP -f "+ F .., f dW = 0 (46 ' ) F - f 
Since 
according to the equa t ions of continuity, equation (46') 
gives 
g 
c z ( c 1 C z \ dVi 
d Cl - - d cz - d P -+ - ) - = 0 
g G 1 Gz ( F - f) 'Y 
(47 ') 
:In reality the i mpul s es for nonun i f or m v elocity dist r ibu-
tion are, as a lr eady poi n t ed out. sli ght ly g r eater than for 
the assumed uniform d i s tr i b u tion; but t h i s effect is disre-
garde d , as p revious l y s t ate d. 
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By introduction of th e relation for dP according to 
e'luation (45), followed by e'luating 
'Y 
d VI = A - C.8.8 U dx (48) 
2g 
si milarly to equation (23). (with U = 2.j;F denoting the 
we tt e d p e rimeter of the assumedly circulat section F) 
wh il e observing that 
F - f = 
an d with equations(47) and (48) becomes 
(F - f)'Y 
2 h F C2 = A 2 I!.--","--.-F F - f 2 g dx 
= 2 A ~ (~ ~ ~ + 1) : 2: dx 
t he p revious equation, ( 47'), c an b e written in the form 
C1 C2 
d c 1 - g g. 
whe r e 
d C.8 + X 'Y ( c 1 - C.8)2 (~+ ~ ) dO - m d x = 0 2g ,G1 G2 
Th e se ction of the actuat i ng j e t divided over, say, Z 
actuating noz zles, is 
f = z 
h e n ce t h e di a me ter of t he i ndividua l actuatin g jet 
f 4 G1 d ' - ---~-- TT Z ' c 1 'Y 
whe r e fo r the pres e nt z, = z b ehind the acuating jet and 
- - ---- - -----~-~~~--.------ - --------------- ---
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the estimat ed len g t h Z l = 1, which allows f o r the gradual 
conf luenc e of the j e ts when several actuat ing jets are 
involved . Th e area of contact of the actuat i ng with the 
entra i ned j et is put at 
~Z'G1 dO=z'TTd'dx =2 'V dx c 1 ' 
Si n c e , in add ition, for G1 and G2 acc o r ding t o ( 47): 
C2 = 
or, d i f fere ntiated, 
( F c 1 .. ( - G1 ) G2 dc 1 - Gz c 1 'Y(F dC 1 + c 1 d F ) 
(F C1 Y - G1 )2 
2 G1 Gz dC l + Gz Cl Y -dF 
= (F C 1 'Y - G1);a 
equa tion ( 4 9) takes t he form 
8 . 5 
X c , ;J. 
Gz I Z r G1 
F ClOY - Gl J II + F cl~( -
x 
or, if all summ and s are brough t to the same denomi n at o r 
( F C l Y - G1 )3: 
3 ;a -z z dF ( 3' c 1 'Y- G 1 ) + G1G Z + Gz c 1 'Y dc 1 
--- - -------------- d c 1 
F'Y C 1
2
•
5 [ F c 1'Y - (G 1 + G;a)Jz 
1tlhe r e b y 
K 1 X jTTZ' 'Y = 
G 1 
_ A J; ( Gz 2 Kz Gz ) ) -J i- C 1 F c1'Y - (G l + 
=Aj;.j 
: Gz ( 
Gz ) 
z z ( p p) JP; G1 Gl + Gz 1 -
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p = 
, , ~. • '. t 
Equation (53) also can be written as a difference 
equation 
6. x [ K 1 - K2 + 
\lith this equation the flow conditions can be pr ogressively 
defined for a certain mixing nozzle and a given initial 
state, the stage 6.x being determined occasionally for an 
assum e d . ch ange 6.c 1 • 
The term K2 in equation (53) generally indicates a 
small correction quantity, which in first approximation 
could be disregar ded, and in the integration the term for 
Ka can be dealt ,'lith as a constant, \".hile for p the 
mean value for th e momentary path of integration is approxi-
ma.te d . Notwithstanding this simplification, equation (53) 
is not solvable in a general manner; althou gh the solution 
for various impor'tant practical. ,ce.ses can be found. 
1 . Mixing of jet at constant pressure.- Suppose that, 
as before, the mixing from the orifice of t~e actuating jet 
to the start of the narrowest point of the mixing noz z le 
tak es place at .constant pr~ssure Pl" ' Instea.d of equation 
(53), the relation here is simpler b e caus·e of the entry of 
t he differential dp = 0 in equations (46a) and (46b). 
Equation (46a) with e quations (45) and (50) give: 
.:,. de + rn;:; X JG 1 Y ( e - e 2l 2 dx , 0 
g 1 g c 1 1 
whil e the a dd ition of equations (46a) and (46b) ' with r egard 
to equat ion (48) give 
~ d c 1 + g dCa 
'Y -
=-A-jTTF g 
a 
Ca dx (55) 
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Rere the t e rm on the right-hand side is again a cor-
rection term of secondary significan ce, fr om which an aver-
age value, say 
may be used in the integration . Rere Fo is the section 
of the mixing nozzle in the Flane of the ac tuating nozzle 
and (reference section) and Fx of the section of the 
mixing nozz le at di s tance x from the tip of the actuat-
ing nozzle. The corresponding velocities of the actuating 
jet are c IO and c I • the velocities of the entrained jet Cz o and. Caxo (These notations apply exclusively to 
the case 1 treated he re.) 
Then the integration of equation (5 5 ) gives 
1 ~ GI 
c IX ) J I (clo (56) Cax = I ca 0 + - -
1 + k :/Fx/Fo L 
Gz 
x 
vrith 
'Y cao Jp-k = /v/; Gz 0 
which, inserted for cz~ = Cz in equation 
c 1 = c IX ) takes the form 
(54) (whereby 
where Kl repre sent s the same quantity as in equation 
(53) and 
a = 1 + 
b = c ao + c lOG 1/ Gz 
1 + Y.: x ;;Fx/Fo . 
Again qua nti ties a a n d b 
minor effect of the te r m with k 
c an, because of the 
be treat ed as constants 
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in the integration; that is, sUbstitute the mean value of 
F in the pertinent integration path x, so that 
=.1..[ .;c;:; _ Jc7;} Ja~b In (Jc1X+..jbfB.) (jc10-jb{a) 
a 2 clx-b/a c~o-b/a . 2a (';C1X-Jb(8.) (~+../'f)fa:T 
(58 ) 
. The best way to use this equation is to introduce dif-
fer e nt values for c 1X and to determine the corresponding 
x. Then the pertinent section of the mixing nozzle is 
+ (59) 
while the correlated velocity ratio C2X/C1X is obtained 
from equation (56). In general, it can be proved that the 
section Fx must decrease as the distance from the nozzle 
orifice increases, so long as the wall friction remains of 
subordinate influence. as is always the case along the in-
take. 
The intake piece of ~he mixing nozzle ends where Fx 
becomes equal to the best " p.a·rrowest section Fm obtained 
according to II, b. 
It is advisable to carry out first a calculation with-
out regard to the wall friction with k = 0. ~o as to ob-
tain a safe starting point for the more accurate calcula-
tion of x and Fx contained in the last term of equation 
(59) and in the expressions a and b. if the minor wall 
friction effect is being considered ai ail; 
AS the onset of mixing in the intake is always accom-
panied by very uniform mixing vortices (fig~ 10) the cor-
rect X value at this point may possibly diverge more from 
the pravious value 0.1, since the latter refers to the 
case of uncontrolled intermingling. 
2. Mixing of jet by constant section F L - This ~ case is 
important for computing the flow conditions in the narrowest 
point of the mixing nozzle of section F = Fm. Its ~olution 
makes it possible to ascertain the degree of mixing of actu-
ating and delivered fluid in relation to t~e length of the 
narrowest section. The better the mixing the closer t~e 
~----~ --. -----~--
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velocity ra t i o cz/ C1 approac h es the v al u e 1. The ratio 
CZ/C1 at ent r y in t h e narro we st s e c t ion i s already known 
from an ear l ie r c a l cul a tion. 
In equa tion (5 3 ) Kz is again tre a te d as constant. 
If, temporarily. 
/ 
=j G~ + Gz GJ. + Gz V cJ. = 
c1 y F 'Y Vz 
equation (53 ) ( wit h a llowan ce for t he fact that now 
0) appe ars in t he f orm 
r---
1 / G1 + Gz 
= 2 J F 'Y ( K J. - Kz ) dx 
whereby 
z 
k J. k z 
The first term o f t he f r acti on i s c hanged to 
(1 _ VZ) ( 1 - V Z + Z kZ V2):3 
1 - v 
In add ition 
6 
V 
+ k3 ( Vz) Z 1 -
' 2 1 - v 
(60) 
= 
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4 1 (1 v 4 ) v 
' - - -
= -(1 
-
v 2 ) (1 + v 2 ) + 1 
= -(,1 - v 2 ) [2 - (1 - v 2 )] + 1 ; 
6 
-(1 v 2 )(1 v = - + v 2 + v
4
) + 1 
= -(1 - v 2 )[.2 - (1 - v 2 ) + v 4 ] + 1 
= -(1 - v 2 )[3 - 3(1 - v.2) + (1 - v 2 )2] + 1 
afte r which the solution of the partial fractions gives 
when ce 
x 
1 
1 
:3 
- a2 v + 
al 
a2 
a3 
a 4 
.2 - v .2 + v 
= + ---------
4(1 - V)2 4(1 + V)2 
dv 
x 
-~-:-: ] 
o 
= k 1 (1 + k 2 ) ; 
kl (k 1 k2) = -3 
k2 
.2 
'- - '-' 2 .. 
2 k 2 
= 
4 " 
Therewith the s olution of equation (60) r pan~ 
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_ K
z
) Jc lO ~. 0 ' 3 /8 ( K1 x a 1 - az r (C 10 ) 1) + = PO ' L - -2 c 1X c 1X 
/ c lO (~) (1- ~) J c l X 1 a4 1+ Poc lX (61) + a3 I ;- - In ~_~) c 10 1 - ' Po J Po ' (1 + .;p:) L 1 - P o c 1X Oc 1X 
Her e and in th e subsequent treatment of case 2: 
C 10 a ctuating jet velocity} 
c 20 entra ine d jet velocity 
At ent ry in narrowest sec-
tion of mixing nozzle 
(refer ence section) 
coa x veloc ity of 
actuating jet} At d' t f x 1S ance rom 
en trained jet ence s e ctio n 
refer-C 1X vel ocity of 
K1 X j 11Z I Y. = G1 
'J; A koaoa / G1 'Y 
/ Pm )2 Kz = Gz (1 JPm + 
- Pm 
Pm "" J po Px 
G1 + Gz G1 + Gz 
Po = Px = F 'Y c lO F 'Y clX 
In equation ( 61 ) as i n eq~ation (58) the pro cedure is to 
assume diffe rent C1 X/c~0 and compute the corresponding x. 
For a prel i minary c al culation it is expedient to put K z = 
o in order to ob t~i~ a suffioi~ntly safe s tarting point 
for the more a ccur ate , pjediction of Pm" 
The ve10c~ ty C~X of the entrained je t is determined 
from equat ion (51) , at 
Goa c 1X 
Czx = 
F 'Y c 1 X - G 1 
L 
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The pressure rise 6p = p - Pl in the narrowest 
point follows after addition of equations (46a) and (46b) 
from the relation 
with 
F dp = 
G1 Gz 
g dc 1 - g dc z - dW 
dW = A 
'Y z Cz 2g 
dx 
for the secondary correction term dW according to eQua~ 
tion (48) and 
as accurately enough for the mean value of the velocities 
Cz = cam on ~he length x. 
. , 
Then the integration of equation (62) gives 
Czx x 
The progress of intermingling is apparent from the 
ratid CZX/C1X ' At the end of the narrowest point (at x = 
L) this ratio has increased to around 0.7 to 0.8. Ob-
viously the pressure rise 6p· is so much greater as 
CZX/C1X approaches the value 1. That is, the more incom-
pletely the velocity is equalized the smaller the pressure 
rise in the throat but at the same time the greater the 
impulse at entry in the diffuser. Although the pressure 
rise in the diffuser is somewhat greater as a result, the 
total pressure rise in relation to suction chamber pres-
sure is nevertheless less than by better velocity equiliz-
ation at the end of the narrowest point. Now, since a 
very g ood velocity compensation (i.e.. Cax/Clx almost 
equals ' l) calls for a very great length L of the narrow-
est section, which causes a fairly high fri~tional re-
sistance, there is an optimum length that can be approxi-
mately computed from the total pressure rise by variation 
of L. 
-----.. . '--.r:~-.,,-.,-- -------~-------
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3. Pressure rise in the diffuser.- Solvable forms of 
e~uation (53) could be obtained for the flow in the dif-
fuser with, for instance, the introduction of the secondary 
condition 
F c 1 'Y = Go ( ccl : ) 
n 
where Go . = Fm c lO 'Y and N indicate constants and for 
the exponent n = 0 or 1, 2, 3, etc. (The reference sec-
tion . FOJ in which the velocities C1 0 and C20 prevail, 
lies in this case 3 at the end of the narrowest section 
of the mixing cone, that is, at the start of the diffuser.) 
But, because of the very nonuniform velocity distribution 
C2 over the section as a result of the break-away phenom-
ena on the outside wall, this together with the influence 
of the continuous cross-sectional increase would lead to 
results markedly diverging from reality, since equation 
(53) is based on the assumption that c l and C2 are uni-
formly distributed over the jet section. Hence it is 
preferable, even for nonuniform inflow velocities Cl0' 
C20 to the diffuser (that is, with incomplete mingling) 
to compute the pressure rise with the help of the diffuser 
efficiency nd in the following manner. (Since c l and 
C2 are referred to diffuser entry only, subscript 0 can 
he omitted.) " . 
The prediction of c 1 = c lO ' C2 = C20 at the end of 
the narrowest point being possible conformably to the 
earlier case 2, tbe energy equation for the conversion in 
the diffuser can be written in the form 
or 
Obvi ou~ly it is expected that with given diffuser t he 
efficiency nd is not of the same value under all condi-
tions, but rather to be slightly dependent upon the speed ratio 
C2 
V = Cl at the entry in the diffuser; 'I1d will drop per-
ceptibly if v becomes considerably less than 1. 
Now if is of interest to compute the pressure rise 
---~-- --~-
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for incomplete mingling at entry in the diffuser at mean 
jet velocity 
1 + IJ. 1 + IJ. 
IJ. + - 1 + IJ. V 
v 
instead of the actual jet velocities Cl, Cz. In dis-
tinction £rom equation (64), Pa' now indicates the ter-
minal pressure and TId' the diffuser efficiency. Then 
I I 'Y (Z 2) P - P = TId -- c n - c a a n 2g 
It is readily seen that the pressure rise for 
TId would be different from what it formerly was. 
tain the same pressure rise as before, the diffuser 
ciencies must be in the ratio: 
IJ.(C1 Z - c a Z) + (CZ Z - c a Z) 
(1 + ~)(cnZ - ca 2) 
or. by negligible discharge velocity c : a 
TId I = 
To ob-
effi-
Figure 11 illustrates this ratio in relation to V for 
different IJ.. For v values slightly less than 1 there 
is no marked . difference between TId' ·and TId -( in this 
case the pressure rise can be computed with TId and the 
mean velocity c n ). while for low values v, that is, very 
incomplete mixing, the diffuser efficiency TId' referred 
to means inflow velocity c
n 
may become very high and 
subject to very great changes (hence must in no case be 
equated to TId)' Thus it appears practical to ascertain 
the degree of mingling in the mixing nozzle, according to 
the method outlined for case 2. 
~--- .------~ 
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b) Gas and Steam Jet Pumps 
Owing to the variation of specific gravity ~ and 
its dissimilarity in the driving and the delivered jet 
the conditions here become so complicated as to render 
a solution of the problem impossible if they are strictly 
allowed for. So ' for simplicity it is assumed that in a 
section F of the mixing nozzle the specific gravity ~ 
as well as the heat content · i of driving jet and en-
trained je.t is equal. 
Puting the heat content i at 
(66) 
gives the energy equation 
or 
1.• = 1 [. • A ( 2 2)J J.L l. e + 10 - -- J.L C1 + C2 1 + J.L 2g 
Accordin~ to the previous equation (31) the specific grav-
ity is 
~ = p = 
p(l + J.L) 
(68) 
C(i-K) 
the values C and K being known from the calculation 
under II, b. Furthermore, the continuity equations (47) 
give for the driving and the entrained jet 
The validity of equations (46) to (50) f~r the mix-
ing process is thB s~me as for iri6o~ptessibl~ · flu~ds. 
Adding together equations (46a) and (46b) gives 
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C10 C2X 
Gl r d;l_ G. J do. -A ,j n 'Ym a (71) Px = Po + g~ C2m x g g F J c lX C20 
with the last term again an unimportant correction term. 
1. Mineling of jet at constant pressure.- (Intake to 
be g inning of mixing ~ozzle*): Owing to dp = 0, the in-
te g ration of equation (70) (reference section as for case 
1 in III, a) is simplified to 
ag ~(C1X - C20) + Cax - cao + --- x = ° Ga 
whereby 
with 
a 
r 'Ym cam 
a = A '>In 
g~ 
cam 
a ~ cao Cax 
F :::: JFo Fx m 
'Ym ... ,j'Yo 'Yx 
Equation (72) follows from the relation between c lX and 
cax, to be determined in first approximation with correc-
tion term x disregarded (since length x is as yet un-
known) and later on corrected. The values c lO and cao 
at the end of the power nozzle are known from earlier cal-
culation. 
The flow section 
tions (68) and (69): 
required is according to equa-
G1 Ga 
c lX + C2X 
This equation defines the velocities clx. C2 X exist-
ing at entry into the narrowest section computed according 
to ' II, b. 
*It is assumed that the driving jet manifests no vibr a tions 
such a s occur in the supersonic range in certain cases (if 
the nozzle expansion is insufficient). 
-------------- -- -- - - - --
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For computing the ·l~ngt_~ x, it is best to use 
equation (46a),which, becau-se d p = 0 with allowance for 
equations (45) and (50), takes the form 
G
1 
de 1 + X ~ ) .G 1 · dx 'Y (c 1 _ C Z ) 2 = 0 
g C .l; . . 'Y g 
The integrat ion of this equation gives 
x = 
whereby 
q, = 
(with Cz = C2X according to equation (72)> is plotted 
against c 1 = c 1X (fig. 12) and preferably is integrated 
graphically. Because of the minor variation of 'Y 
is sufficiently accurate. A subsequent correction can be 
effected with more accurate consideration of the term with 
x in equation (72). 
The length x for each section 
mined from equations (73) and (74). 
can be deter-
Since the section Fo at the end of the power nozzle 
can be computed according to equ·ation (73) or. more accu-
rately with consideration of the actual specific gravities 
in the power and the entrained jet, l.,rhich, of course, 
yields a slight differ e nce, the F values Can be corrected 
subsequently , bearing in mind that the difference between 
'Y 1 and 'Y 2 decreases steadily with increasing interming-
ling of the two jets. 
2. Mingling of jet by constant section F.- . (Pressure 
rise in throat): Accor.ding to equation (71), it is in 
this case 
whereby, as in equation (72) 
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with 2 czm ~ c?O czx 
'Y m ~ ' ~./ 'Y o'Y x 
subscript 0 (corresponding to x = 0) now refers to 
the be g inning of the narrowest section (as in case 2, III, 
a). 
With the aid of the two expressions for Y according 
to equations (68) and (69), Px in ,equation (75) can be 
eliminated, leaving 
With this equation the pertinent Cax can be computed 
for any assumed value clx, the correction term with a 
being temporarily postponed so as to obtain a preliminary 
solution. And with equation (75) the pressure Px for 
each pair of c 1xt C2X and with equations (68) and (69) 
Yx can be obtained. 
For computing the 'mixing lengths x, equation (46a) 
may be , used again, which, with allowance fo~ equations 
(45) , (47), and (50) can be written in the form 
Gl , dp -
-del + ( )+X"fTT Z I 
g 1. l+~ 
F \ IJ.cz 
The integration gives 
, 0 
' ,10 
1 I x = X J TT Z ' 
, C1X 
whereby 
G1 Cl(l-~~ jl(l+2-)dX=O 
g cz) F IJ.cz 
P
x 
] 
-J 1iJ dp (77) <P dc 1 
Po 
~------- - - --- ----- - - --,-- - --- ---------
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1 
C 1 ( 1 _ 2) 2 j.l (1 + ~) 
C2 F ~ C2 
\jJ = 
The integration should be made graphic ally, with ~ 
plotted against c 1 and \jJ plotted against p as in figure 12. In this manner the extent of intermingling 
with the length of the narrowest section can be ascer-
tained. For gas and "steam the mathematica l analysis of 
the mixing process is unfortunately more co mplicated than 
for liquids . 
3. Pressure ri se in the diffuser.- For gas flow in 
a diffuse r the conditions ~re fundamen tally like those for 
liquids (see III a, 3); hence it is again preferable to 
compute the conversion of energy simply with the help of 
the energy equation and the diffuser effic iency ~d rather 
than on the basis of equation (53). 
With " C1 and C2 as the velocity of "the driving 
jet and the d~liv e r ed medium, respectively. at the end of 
the narrowe st ' section and HK~I as the adiabatic compres-
sion gradient corr es ponding to the pressure rise from p 
(at diffuser entry) to Pa , the energy equation reads n 
(G1 +G2 )HK II = ~d :g[G1(C12-ca2) + G2 (CZ 2 - ca 2 )] 
hence 
" d A [IJ. ( c 1 2 _ Ca Z) + (c 2 2 - C a 2) ] 
1 + IJ. 2g 
where c a = T Co is usually negligible. On the other 
hand, there is the r elation 
Pa = Pn q, 
similar to equation (41), whereby 
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The heat content in at the end of the mixing noz-
zle itself follows from the equation of energy 
G 1 ie + G2 io = (G 1 + Gz)i n + 2Ag (G 1 C1 2 + G2 C2 2 ) 
at 
in = 1 ~ j.J. [j.J. i e + i 0 - :g (j.J. c 1 2 + c 2 2) ] 
Thus the obtainable end pressure Pa can be checked 
more accurately than in III, since the more or less incom-
plete jet mingling on entry in the diffuser , is allowed for, 
while previously the mingling had been assumed to be com-
plete. Naturally, the present relations hold for steam 
as ' w~ll as for gas, in the latter case wi,th K = 0, C = 
R/c p ' and i = c p T . By plotting the gradient HK" from 
point Pn • in upward, the end pressure Pa can be de-fined equally well with t~e aid of the i,s chart directly. 
Gas e s at supe rs on i c f 10 1'" have a great tendency to 
abrupt pressure rise as a result of gas shock (especially 
at the ' beginning of the narrowest point). Since this in-
volves profound shock losses, ' abrupt pressure rise should 
be avoided as much as possible. 
IV. JET PUMPS FOR DISSIMILAR SUBSTANCES 
If the driving medium and the delivered medium are 
different sUbstances but of equal state of aggregation, 
the calculation process is the same as given in I and II, 
but the equatio"ns receive i'n part a 'dif'ferent form . (In 
this connection the notation under ~,l; a,2; b,l; and 
b,2 are those of I a~d II, the notation under a,3 and b,3 
those of III;) , 
a) Jet Pumps for Liquids 
1. Pressure rise according to enerey eauation . - With 
Y 1 and Yz as the specific gravity of driving and deliv-
ered medium, respectively, 
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c l = CPl j', ,·2~ ,: . (.p , P 1 ) 
, III e 
Equati on (1) for the mixing speed cm remains un-
changed, but equation (a) becomes 
The earlier equation (3) takes the form 
2 z (~ ) 'Y z p a - p 1 = P a - Po + a. CPa -r; (Pe - po) 
and the spe cific gravity Ym of the mixture follows from 
Gl + G2 Gl G2 
= -+-
'Ym 'Yl 'Y 2 
or 
'Y 'Y jJ. + 1 (79) = : ·m , 1 
'Vi 
f.I. + -
'Y z 
: 
Entering t h e relations for 'Ym and em in the equation 
for Pa - Pl affords 
. . ,' r . 2 . ' 
(1 + f.I.) , A - 2 (1 + jJ.) B = - C (so) 
with 
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2 Pa - Po a "(a 
= ( :~) 0, a A 
'l'}C+\ 2 (Pe - po) - 'l'} CP a 2 v;.--
T 
(Pa - )("(1 - 1) 0,2 C1 c:: -0,) + Po \Y (1 "(a) B a = + -Co 2'1'} CP1 2 (Pe - Po) 2 'I'} ~za "(1 
whic h , resolved, reads: 
~ = ~ 11 + ) 1 - C! l- 1 
L B J 
( 81) 
For "(1 = Ya , this beco mes after various transformations 
equation (4). 
For computing the narrowest section, equation (5) 
now takes the for m 
and f or the efficiency 
'l'}s = 
Pa - Po 
Gz "(2 
Pe - Pa G1 
"(1. 
= ~ 'Y 1 Pa - Po 
~ 'Ya Pe - Pa 
(82) 
2. Accurate prediction of pressure rise.- Equation 
(22) re ma ins unchanged. The introduction of t he corre-
spon d ing spec if i c gravi tie s Ya an,d "( m in e qua ti ons (23) and (24) gives in place of equation (25): 
Substitution of 'Y m for 'Y in equations ( 26 ) and (27) 
chan ges the form ' of equation (2S) ' to 
_.-1 
Pa - Po 
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(~ ~ + a - ~ ( l + ~) x Co 
4 9 
From it f ol lows the proportional consumptio n of propellant 
at 
In equati on ( 30) 'Ym replaces 'Y, s o t h at 
G2 G + ~) 
'Y 2 
F = m ~ Co 'Y 1 
The process of calcul a tion is, of course, f undamentally 
the same as in II, a. 
Since, according to the argumen ts advan c ed in II , c , 
it is best t o h av e th e drivin g nozzl e e x t end in t h e narrow-
est section, t he r e l a tion 
G1 G2 G1 + G2 Fm = f l .+ f2 = --+ = holds true. 
C 1 'Y 1 C 2'Y 2 cn 'V m 
vi i th equatio n (79) an d c n = (J co' it foll o,"ls that 
Co 'Y 1 1 (~ + 'VI ) IJ. + a 'Y 2 = c 1 ~ 'Y 2 
or 
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(: - 1) 'V l 
'V z 
IJ. = ( 88) 
1 -
cr 
,,2 (:: ) 
[: 
'V z 1 + 
'V l 
Different values a for a certain value cr give, in 
general, different ~ values for equatiom (86) and (88). 
The correct solution of a lies only where the two IJ. 
values are equal to each other, that is, where the two 
~ curves plotted against a intersect. In this manner 
the pertinent values of a for different values of cr 
can be determined and so the absolute optimum point for 
a minimum IJ. be obtained. 
3. Calculation of the advancing mixing process.- So 
far, no mathematical theorem is to be found in literature 
for the turbulent intermingling of liquids of different 
specific gravities. However, an attempt to supply one 
\lrill be made. 
If, as in figure 10~ there are two fluid flows of 
different velocity c l ' Cz in the same direction (let 
C1 > C2), but of different specific gravities 'V l , 'V 2 , the 
boundary surface here also will manifest minor disturbances 
(fi~. 13), which, as there, gradually grow to great dis-
turbances (vortex balls). At the point , of disturbance on 
the boundary surface itself a small pressure disturbance 
6p will occur which ' evidently , is associated with the 
rate of advance C s of the point : of disturbance and which 
may be expressed by the following relations: 
where 
that 
or 
'VI ,' z 'V 2 2 
= k 1 - , (c 1 - " c , ) = ' k a - (c '- c a ) 2g S 2g s 6p 
'k 1 and 
k 1 = k a • 
,ka are proportional values. 
Then 
jYf:a c + Cz' -1 'V 
1 fiz 1 + -
'V l 
(89) 
Now assume 
(90) 
i~' .. ______ ~ __ • _ ___ ____________ ~ ___ ~ _ ____ .
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C 1 - ca 
c 1 - Cs = H 1 + --'Va 
c 1 - ca 
C s - C;a = 
1 +H 
'V 1 
~ith th e g rowt h of th e disturbanc e th e first and 
the second f luid, r espectively, pene trat es at a rate v 1 
and va, respe ctive l y , in the oth e r flu id , and it s u g-
gests itself to put the mi x ing spe e d a t 
= 
or 
Vl = 2 X (c 1 - cs) 
V2 = 2 X ' (~ s c~) 
wh e re X is an e mp i r ic a l value ( X .,., ' 0.1 ). 
Then, i f f rom an originally str a i gh t fraction 0 of 
the contact s ur f ace ~f ' t he two flows ' on a port ,0 1 , the 
first liquid penetrate s the s e cond (~ig. 1 3) while t he 
latter flows i n to t he fir s t o n the re mai ning part O2 , the 
exchanged vo lume s mus t for reasons o f co ntinuity be equal, 
that is: 
with v den ot ing t he mi x ing s p e e d re f e r red to the total 
surface niece O. S i nc e 0 = 0 1 + O2 , it follows from 
e qua t ion ~ ( 90) t 0 ( 92 ) t ha t : 
o 1 V 1 0 l V 1 
. !T:Y 12 + - + 
"{2 j 'V2 .. ( 1 
v = = = 
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'Y 1 Figure 14, showing v plotted against -, dis-
X(c - cz) 'Y z 1 " 
closes that, under otherwise identical conditions, the 
mixing speed v becomes so much slower as the specific 
gravity ratio 'Y 1 /'Y2, departs more greatly from 1, and 
that - unless the departure from value 1 is too great -
the mixing speed is almost exactly as high as for 'Y 1 /'Y a = 
1. 
The momentum exchange through the small bounda r y 
surface 0 effects an apparent shearing force P which, 
as known, can be computed at 
P o T 
6G 1 Cl 6G2, Ca 
= = g g 
t"h ere 
6G 1 = 0 V 'Y 1 
6G a = 0 v 'Y2, 
are the exchanged we igh t quantities. Hence 
2X C 1 'Y 1 - Ca 'Y2, 
T = (C 1 - ca) (94) ~ ~ g 2 + - + -'Y z " " 'Y 1 
For 'Y 1 = 'Y a , equations (93) and (94) become the equa-
tions employed in " III. 
E~uations (93) and (94) can "be transformed also for 
mixing fields with steadily changing values of c and 'Y 
if 
C1 = c, Ca = c + 6c, 6c 
oc 
1 = an 
'Y " o'Y 
= 'Y , 'Ya = 'Y + 6Y, 6'Y = 
, 
1 L 
an 
where n is t~e "direction at right angle to the flow di-
rection and t the mixing length. Then equations (93) 
and (94) are replaced by 
v = 
T = 
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2 + ( +.2. O'Y)1/2 
1 'Y an 
2 X 1. 2 oc a(c 'Y) 
( 
\ a'Y )- 1 / 2 ] Cln 1+- -
'Y an 
dn 
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(93a) 
(94a) 
As manifeste d by equations (93) and (94), the calculation 
of mixing fields with variable specific gravities i s much 
more difficult than of these with constant 'Y values. In 
view of these difficulties the exact method followed up to 
this point i s dropped in favor of an approxi mate me t hod 
according to which, from the very boginning of the mixing, 
that is, from the end of th e driving nozzle, the specific 
gravity 'Ym is dealt with as constant ac~ording to equa-
tion 79 for driying and delivered medium. Since, a cc ord-
ing to equati on (93) and figure 14 - provided the differ-
ence between ~ a nd 'Y 2 - the mixing spee d v is in any 
case almost exactly as high as for 'Y 1 = 'Y 2 , this simpler 
method is defin it e l y justified. If necessary, the effect 
of the dissim ilarity of specific graviti es can be taken 
care of by a slightly lower value of X. Besides, there 
is no prac t i cal demand for th e c alcul~tion of jet pumps 
with very great differenc~ in specific gravities in driv-
ing and delivered liquid. 
Inasmuch as t he specific gravity 'Ym is considered 
constant in t he approximate method, the sections, by equal 
speed of driv in g jet c 1 and equal inflow velocity Co2 
at the point of · the a ctual sections fl and f2' are some-
what different: 
· f 1 
, 
= f 1 !J, 
'V 
'm (95) 
f2' f2 
'Y 2 
= 
"i m 
and consequen tly a somewhat different section Ft= f l' + fa' 
at the actual mixing . nozzle section F = f1 + f2 with 
... ,hich the calculat.ion of the advancing intermingling in 
the manner of III, a must be effect ed . For the practical 
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execution of such a calculation the best procedure is to 
determine the values f1 I, fzl and • = f1 1+ fzl at 
the orifice of th'e driving noz zle and to assume for the 
time being constant pressure for the mingling until the 
section F' of the mixing nozzle decreasing with increas-
ing mingling is almost equal to the actual narrowest sec-
tion Fm of the mixing nozzle. The subsequent calcula-
tion of the progressing intermingling for constant sec-
tion Fm follows, of course ', III, a. ' 
b) Jet Pumps for Gas and Steam (Vapors) 
l~ Pressure rise according to energy eauation.- For a 
jet pump operated with dissimilar gases or vapors or by a 
mixture of gas and steam in which the driving pressure Pe' 
the suction chamber pressure Po. the terminal Pa and 
the delivery volume Gz are given the equations (7) to 
(11) remain temporarily the same for the individual kinds 
of g as and steam. 
AS for the value c in equation (11) 
1 + E: = 
is valid, whereby E can now become positive as well as 
negative. The gradients H are taken from i,s charts or 
else may be compared by generalization of equation (41) 
according to which 
P i - K 1 
(i 
i - K 1 H 1 
=( )AC )AC = (1 : K) - AC = p' i' - K H K i -
H = (i - K) [1 -( Pp' t C J (96a) 
for expansion, and 
= ( i I - K ) fc = ( 1 _-1.. :rL i + H K) AC = (l + H ) AC P \ i K i - K i - K 
H = (i - K) [CL \ AC p ) . - 1 ] (9 6b) 
fen." compression. 
r 
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Th e constant s C and K can be computed again with 
equations (32) and (33) from two points I and II, which 
would be located as near as possible to the beginning 
and end of the actual expansion and compres sion line, 
res pect ively . It is accordingly 
He ::: (i e 
li l ::: (ie 
u 
...... 2 ::: Cia 
HX r . ::: ( i ml 1 
H K z 
I ::: Cimz 
- Kl ) 
I 
I I 
L 
r 
- Kl ) l I 
Xl ) [ ( 
A,Cl 
-
Pa ) 
Pl 
K 2 ) r ( ) AC z Pa -
L Pl 
-
-
2 
::: a, 
IJ 
l , , 
..1.. 1 
J 
(96c) 
( Ch 'f~ (96f) CP a ) 
(96g) 
By an assume d value a, the p ressur e ~l : acco~ding to 
equation ( 96 f) is de fin ed by the relatio~ 
The heat conten t im and i m , respectively, of the _ _ :2 
driving and the deli v e r ed med ium, r espectively, after a c-
comp li she d intermi ng lin g a t pressure Pl is, instead of 
with equati on (1 2 ), computed by 
2 
IJ. i ml + i mz ::: I.&. ie + io - (1 + 1J.) ( 9~~5) 
" \ 
If on the p r e ssure line Pl ' 
lee ted with ani temperatures 
within the tempe r atur e ran ge 
(or po) two points are se-
t' and t", but located 
for the i ntermingling in 
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question, and if i~'. i~" and i a ', i2'" respectively, 
are the corresponding heat content of driving agent and 
delivered agent, respectively. an exact or sufficiently 
accurate relation for the heat content i 1 , i2 at a dif-
ferent temperature and equal pressure is found in 
where 
k = 
i211 -I- i a ' 
i l
ll + ill 
(98) 
If i 1 • i2 are replaced by 
be changed to 
equation (97) can 
1 I 
--- I~ 
~ + k L 
ie + 10 - (1 + ~) (~ ')2 - i2' + k 
91. 5 
: 
i ' ' 1 I I 
.J 
(99) 
Thi s defines i m • 1 
(i 1 ' and i2' no,,"! 
and im2 tollows trom equation (97) 
refer to the state before mixing at 
:pressure P1). 
the compression 
and de livered medium can 
and t h e compression 
be expressed with 
can, 
or, in dif ferent form, 
g rad ient HK " HK' of driving 
1 2 
be computed from equation (96h), 
instead of with equation (13) 
(100) 
(1 + ~)2 A - 2(1 + ~) . B = - C 
whereby 
H I K 1 ;3 ---=~--- - T 
1') Cf\ 2 He 
HK1 ' - HK 2 ' 
2 
2 1') cP 1 He 
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Hence follo\oI S: 
(101) 
In the expres sions f or A, B, and C, s uf f icient accuracy 
is retained "lith 
HK 2' ;:: HK + H z = HK + 0.2 (:~ ) 2 He • 
HK1' ;:: HKa' ( 1 + E:') ;:: (1 + E: ') [HK + a.2(:~)2 He] 
The value c' can be obt a in e d by computi ng "- for the 
adiabatic c om p r e ssi on from an initi a l s t ate Po' tm (with 
tm within r ange of t h e prospective mixi ng temperature) 
to terminal p r e ssur e Pa - the co mpression gradients H1 , 
Hz for the d riving and t he d e liv e re d me diums; then 
H 1+E:1=_1 
Ha 
For c omputation of t h e cr os s s e c t ion the mixture is 
best treated as a h omogene ous elas tic sub stance which fol-
lows the gen er a l e quation of s t ate accordi ng to equation 
(31). Sele ct two points I an d II l oc a t ed approximately at 
the beginning a nd t he end o f t he co mpressi on line and cor-
responding to t he s t at e s PI' tl an d PIl' tIl' respec-
tively; the n the mi x tur e follo ws the ol d "r elations 
PI vI :: C (i I - K) 
P Ilv I I= C(iII- K) 
whereby: 
1" (I-L + ) v = v v I a I 1 + I-L 11 
1 (IJ. ) v I I = vII + vIr I + I-L 1 a 
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i r 
1 (fJ. iT + iI ) = 
1 + fJ. i1 Z 
ir I = 
1 (fJ. ill + illz) 
1 + fJ. 1 
Then C and K can be computed with equations (32) and 
(33). For the compression to an intermediate pressure p 
there is again equation (18) and the relation between p 
and the compression gradient HI is given by 
= (1 + II I 
i - K m 
where im = (~im + ima)/(l + fJ.) is the heat content 
1 
of th e mixture at the beginning of compression (equation 
(97)) . The heat cont0nt i of the mi x ture at pressure p 
f oll ow s from equation (19), where i1 = i m; the specific 
volume v follo ws from equa tion (31). Herewith the cal-
cul a tion o f t he cross section for the determination of 
the n arro west section by means of equation (20) can be 
eff e cted. For the efficiency equation (21) is applicable. 
2 . Exact prediction of the pressure rise . - The equa-
tions d eveloped in II, b re main valid without change . 
In equation (34) b is defined by equation (84), with 
~z an d Ym referring to the state at the orifice of the 
driving nozzle. The constants C and K appearing in 
the s u bsequent equations are to be determin e d as explained 
in IV, b, 1. However, sinc e these values contain fJ., a 
first value of the fJ. must be computed according to 
equation (101) before the more exact value can be computed 
fro m equation (42). Since C and K were computed with 
the temp orary value of fJ., a correction must be applied 
lat e r on. 
Th e conclusion drawn in II, c, that the driving noz-
zle should preferably extend into the throat of the mixing 
nozzle is a ga in applicable, provided the driving jet 
possesses no excessive supersonic velocity. Then it is 
ag a in Fm = f1 + fa, or 
= 
Since 
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C (in - K) 
P n 
59 
and in are defined by equation (36) and Pn by equa-
tion (41), it follo ws from the fore g oin g r elation that 
'.f,he re 
A = 
C "{1 (jl 
(ie er 2 cP 1 .2 H ) ~ B = - K - -
er P a 
e C1 
(1 
HK" 1 f + K) AC = 
in -
( c ') 2 (er 2 2 H II = 1) 0 - T ) K d 91.5 / 
0. 2 ( Cf)1 ) 2 
1 + ( CP 2 
The value <P , is ·.computed ",lith the te·mporarilY. 'obtained 
value ~; 'Y 1 · and 'Y 2 refer to t he staie a t the ' power ,. 
nozzle orifica; h~nce 
l 
= V 1 = 'Y 1 
C 1 r 
= 
Po l ie 
l = y v.2 = 
.2 
-
° 1(i 1 - K 1) 
= ~ 
P1 Po 
( )2 8 H ~ -CP1 e· c .. 
0 
He ( ~~) 
~ . l Po [i 2-CP l - Kl J ." P1 e 
K1 J [ 1 2 (CP1 )2- .- 1 1 lic -a. \ CPa -- AC . . K J 2 
10 - .2 . 
.2 ('f) .2 He K ] x a. , 't' 1 -.2 
.2 
a. 
1 
__ H....;;.e __ J AC.2 
i - K.2 o 
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The value of ~ from equation (102) must agree with 
that from equation ( 12) if the power nozzl e extends into 
the throat of the mix ing nozzl e . For an assumed value of 
a, a must therefore be change d until this agreement is 
achieved. This calculation can, ,as for liquids, be car -
ried out at dif ferent values of a to find the best point 
with the minimum value of ~. This method could have been 
employed at the end of II, c for uniform gas or vaporous 
substances, but it was riot done. 
, 
Naturally, in the case of high supersonic spe e ds, 
there is a li mit even here, beginning at which it becomes 
impossible to bring the driving and the delivered medium 
at orifice p re s sure P1 in the computedly optimum narrow-
est section Fm of the mixing nozzle, and from which 
point on the equations for computing a jet pump become s 
more compl ic ated . The cross section F1 of t he mixing 
nozzle c an for every orif i ce pressure P1 be obt a ined 
from 
G G.., 
F1 = --L- + "" 
C1'Y 1 C 2 'Y 2 
and by assuming different values , for p its minimum value 
F 1min through wh ich this limit is given. 
If on a jet pump for dissimilar substances the value 
of ~ becomes very great (of the order of magnitude of 10 
or more), no accuracy is sacrifice,d if the delivered med ium 
is assumed to be of th e same substance as the driving 
medium. But if ~ is very s mal l (of the or de r of magni-
tude of 0.1 or less), it again introduces no great error 
if the driving jet (by preservat ion of the true discharge 
velocity from the p ower nozzle) and the ~e~iver ed jet are 
assumed to be of the same substance. If the constants 
01 and C2 (e quat ion (31» of the two substances vary 
little frbm one another, these safeguards are even allowed 
at a , ~ value , wh ich is ~till clos e r to 1. In such cases 
it is then possible to somewhat simplify the calculation 
of a j et pump. 
3 . Calculation of ' the advaricing mixing process.- Here 
also the simplified method by assump tion of constant spe- , 
cific gravity over a section is applicable, as is already 
effected in III, b and in IV, a, 3 for fluids. The entire 
developments under III, b remain the same. Naturally, 
the constants C and K of equati on (31) must be computed 
in the manner described in IV, b, 1. In addition, it must 
be observed that instead of ~he actual section F of the 
,-- -- -----~--
.. 
J 
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mixing nozzle and of the actual section f1 of the driv-
il\g jet mathematically correct sections F I, f1 I are in-
serted, whose initial values on the power jet orifice can 
be dete~mined as in IV, a, 3 for flui~s. With advancing 
intermingling the ratio F I IF as well as f1' /f1 c on ... 
tinues to appro a ch value 1. As for fluids, it suff ic es 
to assume at the start, the mingling at constant pressure, 
until FI alm ost reaches the val~e Fro. 
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vel/o n fhroCl ---1 
or nozzle 
F1~r. 4.- Expansion and. com-
pre •• ion in the i-
I d1agram for ateam. (~B = 
expana10a lin. of driving 
,team.' • .tat. of indanted 
steam. PQ z theoretical com-
pr ••• ion line of deliver.d 
.team.I-II actual comprelsion 
lin.). 
i 
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Figure 1.- Longi~-
d1nal 
section of a jet 
pump. (R = curv -
tur. radiul of in-
take flare, ~ ~l. 
of diffuler). 
-s 
71~. 8.- Intake 
for ~. 
or Iteam,power jet 
at luperlon1c ve-
locity. 
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1!'igure 5.- Consumption ~ = Gl/ G:2 
plotted against speed 
ratio ~ = cnl co for different a. = 
C2/ Co at pressure ratio (PFl.-,po)/ 
(Pd-Po)=1/4 (a.ssumed n 2=0 .95; 
~22=0.85 ; nd = 0.75). 
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6 .- Best possible 
efficiency Tlg 
of a jet pump plotted against 
prossure r a tio (Pa -Po)/(PewPo), 
a long wi th corrolated values 
of ~ = cn/co and ~ = ~1/G2 
(assumed :~12=O.95;~22=0.85: 
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Figure 10.- Photograph 
of the first 
mixing vortices forming 
in the contact surface 
between two fluid flows 
of different velocities 
(eee arrowa) ,when the 
two flowa were original17 
separated b7 a thin wall. 
Yigure 7.- Intake of jet 
pump for liquids 
or ~s a t subsonic velocit7. 
(The pressure variation lines 
!I. II ',Ill' correspond to 
mixing noz zle ahapes I,ll 
and. III.) 
Fi~e 11.- Ratio of diffuser .fficienC7 
2,61----+t-+--f1~+---'~--+---__I- 'Ild' referred. to mean inflow 
velocit7 en in the diftuser to the actual 
~~ZI---~4r~~~~r--r--~r-- etficienc7 'Ild referred to actual inflow 
-~ velocities c1 and c2 tor incomplete min-~liD« in the mixing nozzle plotted 
7,81---+--Tt---'l.-Y-~'<-"t--t---againa t ratio l' = c2/ cl and IJ. = GIl G2 
, I 
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Figure 9 .- Power jet entraining 
the surrounding medi-
um as a r esult of mixing motions . 
Figure 12. - ¢ pl otted against 
cl for the purpose x 
of graphical integration. 
Figure 13.- Flow~rocesses at a 
point of disturbance 
of the bOlh~dary surface between 
two fluid flows of different ve-
loci ties cl a.nd c2 and different 
specific 'gravities "11 and "1 2 • 
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Figure 14.- Ratio of m~x~ng speed l> 
v to velocity differ-
ence cl-c2 of the two flows plot-
ted against "11/12• 
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